THE (MIS)BEHAVIOR OF
DOGS AND CATS

An Introduction to Applied Animal Behavior with UW Professor James Ha

South Campus Center Room 316 | April 16, 2015
12:00 p.m—1:00 p.m.

Curious why your pets do what they do? Why do they chew what they shouldn't, bark randomly, avoid the litter-box, or knock over everything on the counter?

Join The Whole U and learn science-based information about your pet's behaviors. Dr. James Ha, UW research professor in Psychology (animal behavior area) and Certified Applied Animal Behaviorist, has 30 years of experience in animal behavior teaching, research, and consulting. In this seminar, Dr. Ha will provide an introduction to the field of applied animal behavior and illustrate specific approaches and solutions to dealing with animal behavior problems using actual case studies from his private clinical practice. You will also learn what to look for and what to expect when hiring an animal behavior specialist. Join us and get to know your furry friend even better!

Register: bit.ly/appliedanimalbehavior